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Aaron , Damian and Duncan from ESC thank you for your time to listen about

something we really care about







Action Sports are now the

fastest growing sport genre

on the planet

AGGRESSIVE INLINE SKATEBOARDING BMX SCOOTERING



Research from
SPORT NZ

indicates that
young people are
dropping out of

traditional sports
such as rugby and

cricket, 
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and instead participating in
"unstructured" sports such

as skateboarding ,

rollerblading and scootering



What is skate?
‘Skate activity’ or ‘skating’ refers to any activity that uses a small wheeled device to grind,
slide or rise on different surfaces and elements



Skateparks are more like public parks than sports facilities. Sports
facilities are consistent so that the environment’s impact on the

athletic performance is minimized. 
 

Baseball fields are designed according to very specific guidelines, as
are most sports facilities.

 
Skateparks are more like golf courses. They become known for their
design characteristics. Some are challenging and attract golfers from

around the world. Municipal golf courses are generally less well-
known, but are known throughout the region for their characteristics.
Skateparks are known among skaters in the same way. An area might
have a dozen skateparks, but some of them will be more popular than

others.
 



HERE ARE SOME FACTS
High-school students playing Rugby have dropped by a fifth, from
30,621 in the year 2000 to 24,731 last year.
Cricket players have almost halved from 17,794 to 9096.

 

 

 

 

There are more than 900,000 young people aged 5-18 in New
Zealand, and only 7% are meeting the New Zealand guidelines for
physical activity through physical education, sport, exercise and

active recreation.

can you imagine if for every rugby or cricket field, those wanting to do the sport had to identify
the need, do countless presentations to local councils, fundraise themself and advocate
thousands of hours forming user groups to make the facility possibly one day happen



DIFFERENT TYPES OF SKATING

Street

Street skaters prefer to use hard

surfaced public spaces rather

than designated skate parks. Flat,

smooth plazas and forecourts are

key areas to use for “sessioning”

at particular spots for an hour or

more
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Park

Park skaters use skate parks and

obstacles, which are common

in typical skate parks. Skate

Parks are typically family friendly

environments for all ages and skill

levels and often accommodate

other wheeled activities

Transitional (or Vert or Bowl)

Transitional skaters prefer

ramps,

bowls and surfaces with a curve

This style evolved from skaters

utilising empty swimming pools

in

the 1970s



Grind rail

Grind Ledge 
various

height/length
Caters to all

levels of
experience

various height
+ length
Smooth
concrete

manurewa
Street & Transition






















